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ABSTRACT
Background and Objectives: The average treatment effect estimate from a randomized controlled
trial (RCT) may not be valid for deciding what treatment is best for individual patients with specific
characteristics. Characteristics may include contextual factors related to the person (e.g. age), disease
(e.g. disease duration), or environmental (e.g. healthcare system). However, individual RCTs rarely
report results stratified by potentially important contextual factors in a consistent manner. In this
study we will summarize existing guidance from key organizations and other research initiatives, and
subsequently demonstrate how subgroup results from RCTs can be presented in a consistent manner
that enables future evidence synthesis.
Study Design and Setting: We will use a tutorial-type approach to explain and demonstrate the
recommended presentation of subgroup results from RCTs. In part 1, we will systematically review
papers and official documents. Relevant guidance will be identified via a broad search strategy,
including searching MEDLINE (via PubMed) and Web of Science, reviewing official websites of FDA,
EMA, ICH, Equator Network etc., ‘asking around’, and snowball methods. Recommendations will be
extracted and summarized. In part 2, we will demonstrate the recommendations in practice. We will
use data from four previously published RCTs of rheumatic and musculoskeletal conditions from the
Parker Institute, Bispebjerg and Frederiksberg Hospital, Denmark. For each RCT, we will reanalyze the
data by stratifying according to proposed potential candidates of effect modifying contextual factors
and apply the reporting guidance described in part 1.
Dissemination and perspectives: This study will be disseminated in a peer-reviewed publication and
conference presentations. It is anticipated that this tutorial can guide researchers in reporting trial
results stratified by effect modifying contextual factors in a consistent manner, allowing for
investigation of subgroup effects in future meta-analyses, potentially leading to more patient-specific
evidence-based management of patients with rheumatic conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Evidence-based medicine is essential for developing clinical guidelines, and, hence, shapes clinical
practice. However, an average treatment effect estimate from a clinical trial may not be valid for
deciding what treatment is best for an individual patient 1-3. Using the treatment that on average is
the most effective will do more good than harm, but it is not necessarily cost-effective 1 and it may
prevent the use of alternatives that could be more effective for individual patients 4. In fact, most
common drugs have incomplete efficacy, and it has been estimated that the top ten grossing drugs in
the United States improve the conditions of only 4-25% of the patients who take them 5. This leaves a
potential for exploring what characterizes the patients who benefit from a treatment and those who
do not, and subsequently match patient subgroups with the treatment that best suits them.
Subgroups can be defined based on dichotomous (e.g. male/female), categorical (e.g. region), ordered
categorical (e.g. disease severity at baseline) or continuous (e.g. age) factors. If certain patient
characteristics modify the effects of treatments, these are called ‘effect modifiers’, or ‘predictors of
treatment effect’. Designing interventions to target treatment to those who are most likely to benefit
(or least likely to experience harm) by identifying effect modifiers, is termed stratified medicine (when
considering subgroups) 6 or personalized medicine (when individualizing treatment decisions).
Key stakeholder organizations, such as regulatory authorities approving new medical
treatments, are increasingly focusing on the issue of variation of treatment response among patients,
but with varying levels of detail of their guidance 7. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) states “It
is not acceptable to assume consistent effects across important subgroups without further
investigation or discussion”. The EMA has published a dedicated guideline on the investigation of
subgroups in confirmatory clinical trials 8. In the guideline, EMA focuses on quantifying subgroup
effects as part of checking that the estimated overall effect is broadly applicable to relevant
subgroups of the target population. The EMA does not seem to require specific subgroup analyses,
but suggests that some of the variability in treatment response between patients is caused by
demographics, environmental factors, genomics and/or disease characteristics, co-morbidities, etc.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) specifically requires that effectiveness data are analyzed
by sex, age, and racial subgroups, to identify any modifications of dosing for specific subgroups 9.
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Statistically significant effect modification is detected by estimating the interaction of the
intervention being evaluated with the putative effect modifier. Individual RCTs are almost always
designed to have adequate power to detect a difference greater than or equal to prespecified target
difference between intervention and control groups. Such trials will not have the adequate power to
detect the same target difference between the effect of the treatment and control in people in a
subgroup compared to people in another subgroup (e.g. males vs females, or short vs long disease
duration) , as a four-fold greater sample size is usually needed for an interaction to be statistically
significant 4. Designing RCTs with such large sample sizes is both costly and likely not feasible in
practice. Instead, estimating subgroup effects by pooling individual RCTs in a meta-analysis can help
to achieve satisfactory power 10 11, providing the subgroup effects are consistently reported in the
individual RCTs (if subgroups effects are not consistently reported, individual patient data metaanalyses are required 12). The method relies on sufficient and consistent reporting of data on
treatment effects stratified by suspected effect modifiers from each trial. However, such detailed data
is currently not available from most trial reports 13-17 – even baseline data for many suspected
important effect modifiers are often lacking 18. The generally accepted guideline for the reporting of
RCTs, CONSORT, only mentions subgroup analyses briefly as part of potential ancillary analyses 19. The
lack of sufficient reporting in trial reports prevents any future evidence synthesis exploring possible
subgroup effects. Therefore, efforts are needed to improve the reporting of subgroup analyses in trial
reports – preferably, the reporting should be consistent and based on a consensus-based list of
potentially important effect modifiers of high priority.
The Outcome Measures in Rheumatology (OMERACT) initiative established the Contextual
Factors Working Group (CFWG) to guide the understanding, identification, and handling of so-called
‘contextual factors’ for RCTs in rheumatology. As part of this effort, the working group aims to list
important ‘effect modifying contextual factors’ to consider when designing, analyzing and reporting
trials. Factors of interest have been narrowed down to personal factors (e.g. age, sex, race),
environmental factors (e.g. health care system, place of residence), and disease-related factors (e.g.
disease duration, treatment history) 20. Relevant candidates to consider may include the factors
initially suggested by the group in 2018 21, the factors used by the FDA (i.e. sex, age, and race) 9, and
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factors of social inequity described by the acronym ‘PROGRESS-PLUS’ 22. The importance of these
factors must be confirmed by evidence from trials to support the future development of a consensusbased generic list of (ideally, a limited number of) important contextual factors that should always be
considered in trials.
In this study we will summarize existing guidance from key organizations and other research
initiatives, and subsequently demonstrate how subgroup results from RCTs can be presented in a
consistent manner that enables future evidence synthesis.

METHODS
Adopting a tutorial-type approach, in part 1 we will explain recommended presentation of subgroup
results from RCTs based on a review of existing guidance from key organizations and research
initiatives. To illustrate this in practice, we will introduce and reanalyze data from published RCTs
within rheumatic and musculoskeletal conditions according to potential candidates of effect
modifying contextual factors. We developed the present protocol prior to conducting the search or
any subgroup analyses. The protocol will be available online (http://www.parkerinst.dk/).

Part 1. Guidance from key organizations and research initiatives on reporting subgroup effects
Initially we will use a systematic search strategy to determine and evaluate the current guidance from
key organizations and research initiatives for reporting subgroup analyses.

Eligibility criteria
Any paper or official document (e.g. by industry, health technology assessment
(HTA) organizations, academic/non-profit research organizations, or regulatory bodies) that includes
research guidance on reporting subgroup analyses for RCTs. Inspired by Wijn et al. 7, terms analogous
to subgroup research may include (but are not limited to) the following: investigate treatment effect
according to baseline characteristics, predictors of response, covariate treatment interaction,
heterogeneity, effect modifying factors, stratification, moderators, split the population into
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subgroups, or explicitly mention particular characteristics that should be analyzed or presented
separately. The papers or official documents need to be available in English language and as full text.

Information sources
We will conduct a broad search of a range of different sources, including: MEDLINE (via PubMed) and
Web of Science; websites of key organizations (e.g. Equator Network [www.equator-network.org], the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration [FDA], the European Medicines Agency [EMA], and The
International Council for Harmonisation [ICH]); ‘snowball’ methods including screening reference lists
of relevant articles and of overviews on the topic, and using the option ‘related articles’ function in
PubMed; call of key experts in the field; and look through relevant articles collected within the CFWG
over the years, such as the scoping review by Wijn et al. 7.

Search
Our search terms are inspired by Wijn et al. 7.
PubMed search (MEDLINE):
(subgroup analysis[tiab] OR subgroup analyses[tiab] OR subgroup effects[tiab] OR heterogeneity[tiab] OR effect
modification[tiab] OR differential effect[tiab] OR moderator[tiab] OR moderation[tiab] OR subgrouping variable[tiab] OR
predictor of treatment response[tiab] OR predictors of response[tiab] OR predictor of treatment effect[tiab] OR responder
analysis[tiab] OR effect modifier[tiab] OR treatment-covariate interaction[tiab] OR statistical interaction[tiab] OR
stratified[tiab])
AND
(guidance[ti] OR guideline[ti] OR recommendation[ti] OR reporting[ti])
AND
(intervention research OR randomized controlled trials OR trials)

Web of Science search (using ‘Web of Science Core Collection’):
#1

TI=(subgroup analysis OR subgroup analyses OR subgroup effects OR heterogeneity OR effect modification
OR differential effect OR moderator OR moderation OR subgrouping variable OR predictor of treatment
response OR predictors of response OR predictor of treatment effect OR responder analysis OR effect
modifier OR treatment-covariate interaction OR statistical interaction OR stratified)
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#2

AB=(subgroup analysis OR subgroup analyses OR subgroup effects OR heterogeneity OR effect modification
OR differential effect OR moderator OR moderation OR subgrouping variable OR predictor of treatment
response OR predictors of response OR predictor of treatment effect OR responder analysis OR effect
modifier OR treatment-covariate interaction OR statistical interaction OR stratified)

#3

TI=(guidance OR guideline OR recommendation OR reporting)

#4

AB=(intervention research OR randomized controlled trials OR trials)

#5

#1 OR #2

#6

#3 AND #4 AND #5

Selection process
One researcher (SMN) will review the identified papers and documents for eligibility, supported by a
senior researcher (RC).

Data collection and data items
The publication year, author/organization, title, and intended area of application will be extracted, as
well as all text pieces/paragraphs involving recommendations for reporting of subgroup analyses
together with the page number and/or section heading where this is located (Table 1). Each
paper/document will be given an ID number.

ID

Year

Author/

Title

Area of

Page/

organization

application

heading

…

…

…

Recommendations

001
002
…

…

…

Table 1: Anticipated structure of the data extraction form

Synthesis
All extracted text sections will be analyzed and categorized, and the recommendations for reporting
will be compared across papers/documents. Cases of disagreement between recommendations will
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be identified and discussed within the author group. In the manuscript text for publication, we will
explain the overall recommended presentation of subgroup results from RCTs based on our findings.
The detailed review results will be provided as supporting information in an appendix.

Part 2. Data acquisition and reanalysis of existing trials
To demonstrate the reporting of subgroup results, we will apply the recommendations in practice by
reanalyzing published RCTs within rheumatic and musculoskeletal conditions according to potential
candidates of effect modifying contextual factors.

Data set
We have selected four previously published RCTs with readily available data from the Parker Institute,
Bispebjerg and Frederiksberg Hospital, Denmark 23-26. The selection of trials was aimed at covering
different rheumatic and musculoskeletal conditions, different interventions, and outcomes. The trials
provide data on the effects of 1) weight loss intervention, 2) spiritual healing, 3) group-based
multicomponent treatment course, and 4) intra-articular injection prior to exercise therapy, for either
knee osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis or chronic widespread pain.
The first trial, ‘Diet#1’ 23, randomized 96 patients with knee osteoarthritis to a weight loss
group, receiving an intensive low-energy diet [LED] program, or minimal attention control group. The
LED program consisted of dietary consultations and two periods of low-calorie diet during week 0-8
and week 32-36. The control group received dietary instructions and attention for two hours at
baseline, and at weeks 8, 32, 36 and 52. The primary outcome was change in total Western Ontario
and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis index (WOMAC) measured at 1-year follow-up. A total of 89
were included in the modified intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis, which showed that despite a
significantly larger weight loss obtained in the treatment group (-10.9 kg [SE 0.8] vs. -3.6 kg [SE 0.8]),
there was no significant difference between the groups regarding change in total WOMAC (-7.3 [SE
1.9] vs. -3.0 [SE 1.9], difference of 4.3 [95%CI -0.9 to 9.6; P = 0.107]). For our study, we will use data on
the WOMAC outcome.
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The second trial, ‘Spiritual Healing’ (NCT00967395) 24, randomized 96 women with rheumatoid
arthritis to three groups, receiving ‘active healing’, ‘sham healing’, or ‘no healing’. Active healing and
sham healing consisted of 8 sessions over 21 weeks. The trial was participant-, and outcome assessor–
blinded. Co-primary outcomes were change in Disease Activity Score for 28 joints based on C-reactive
protein (DAS28-CRP) and change in Doppler ultrasound measured at 29-weeks follow-up. All 96
participants were included in the ITT analysis, using simple non-responder imputation with baseline
observation carried forward (BOCF) for missing data. The analysis showed that active healing led to a
larger decrease (improvement) in DAS28-CRP compared to sham healing (−0.525 [95%CI −0.871 to
−0.179] vs. 0.092 [95%CI −0.254 to 0.438], difference of -0.62 [95%CI 0.13 to 1.11; P = 0.046]). No
differences between groups were found for Doppler ultrasound. For our study, we will use data on the
DAS28-CRP outcome and only for the groups receiving active healing and sham healing (i.e. leaving
out the group receiving ‘no healing’).
The third trial, ‘IMPROvE’ (NCT01352052) 25, randomized 191 women with chronic widespread
pain to a 2-week group-based multicomponent treatment course or to waiting list. The course was
conducted by a multidisciplinary team consisting of a rheumatologist, a psychologist, a nurse, and
occupational and physical therapists, and included a daily scheduled program (35 hours in total)
aimed at increasing participants’ functional ability and pain coping through patient education and
adjustment in everyday life. Further details on the components of the program can be found in the
main publication by Amris et al. 25. Co-primary outcomes were change in Assessment of Motor and
Process Skills (AMPS) ADL motor ability, change in AMPS ADL process ability, and change in SF-36
MCS, measured at 6-months follow-up. AMPS is an individualized, observation-based evaluation of an
individual’s ability to perform and complete activities of daily living (ADL), where higher measures
mean more ADL ability. All 191 participants were included in the ITT analysis, using non-responder
imputation with BOCF for missing data. The analyses showed more improvement in the treatment
group for both AMPS ADL motor and AMPS ADL process ability. For SF-36 MCS, no difference was
seen between the groups. Furthermore, responder analyses were carried out showing significant
group differences, e.g. 36% in the intervention group vs. 25% in the control group experienced a
clinically relevant improvement (at least 0.3 logits) in the AMPS ADL motor ability measure (group
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difference of 11.2%-points [95%CI 0.4% to 22.0%; P = 0.041]). For our study, we will use data for the
outcome AMPS ADL motor ability response.
The fourth trial, ‘PEX-4’ (NCT01945749) 26, randomized 100 patients with knee osteoarthritis
to receive either an intra-articular corticosteroid injection or a placebo isotonic saline injection. The
trial was participant-, practitioner-, and outcome assessor–blinded. After two weeks, all participants
started a 12-week supervised exercise program. The primary outcome was change in the pain
subscale of the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) ranging from 0-100, where
higher scores indicate grater improvement. At 14-weeks follow-up, no difference in KOOS pain change
was seen between the groups (13.6 [SE 1.8] vs 14.8 [SE 1.8], difference of 1.2 points [95%CI −3.8 to
6.2; P = 0.64]). For our study, we will use data on the KOOS pain outcome.

Effect modifying contextual factors
The potential candidates of effect modifying contextual factors measured at baseline will include the
12 factors initially suggested by the CFWG in 2018 21, the factors used by FDA (i.e. sex, age, and race)
9,

and factors of social inequity described by the acronym ‘PROGRESS-PLUS’ 22. The PROGRESS factors

comprise place of residence, race/ethnicity/culture/language, occupation, sex/gender, religion,
education, socioeconomic status, social capital, while ‘-Plus’ refers to additional personal
characteristics associated with discriminations (e.g. age, disability), features of relationships (e.g.
smoking parents, excluded from school), time-dependent relationships (e.g. leaving the hospital,
respite care, other instances where a person may be temporarily at a disadvantage) 22. Preliminary
suggested subgroupings are indicated in parentheses. Further information on the individual factors
including initial working definitions can be found in the appendix of Nielsen et al. 2020 18. The exact
measures and subgroupings to use for each contextual factor will be decided based on ad hoc expert
input and data availability, prior to conducting any analyses (i.e., no iterative repeated analyses will
be allowed).
1. Sex (female/male)
2. Comorbidity*
3. Healthcare system*
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4. Psychological wellbeing (<median/≥median score or above/below certain threshold for e.g.
SF-36 mental health)
5. Adherence to treatment at baseline*
6. Age (<median/≥median age)
7. Previous exposure to drugs (Exposed/Not exposed to specific relevant drugs/biological
therapies)
8. Patient education/health literacy*
9. Disease duration (<median/≥median duration)
10. Race*
11. Smoking*
12. Pain sensitization (present/absent based on the painDETECT questionnaire [PDQ])
13. Support at work, family, friends (living alone/living with someone)
14. Socio-economic status*
15. Occupation (in job/not in job)
16. Religion (Christianity, Islam, Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu, Other, unaffiliated)
17. Economic status (…)
18. Functioning <median/≥median score or above/below certain threshold for e.g. SF-36 physical
function)
19. Education (short/longer education)
20. Place of residence*
*Since the trials were not designed with all the above potential effect modifying contextual factors in
mind, we do not anticipate having data available for these factors. Furthermore, sufficient
heterogeneity may not be present for all the remaining factors.

Statistical methods
For each trial, we will stratify the results by each of the contextual factors. End-of-treatment data will
be preferred over latest follow-up data. We will present examples of both binary and continuous
outcomes. As indicated in the ‘Data set’ section above, we will analyze the outcomes: change in total
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WOMAC index, change in DAS28-CRP, AMPS ADL motor ability response, and change in KOOS pain.
We will estimate the within-subgroup differences between the intervention and comparator with
corresponding 95% confidence intervals 27-29:
For continuous outcomes
For each level of the contextual factor (within-subgroup), an effect estimate, E, a standard error, SE, and
a confidence interval, 95%CI, will be calculated.
𝐸1 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐼,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐶,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1

2
2
𝑆𝐸𝐸1 = √𝑆𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝐼,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1 + 𝑆𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝐶,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1

95%𝐶𝐼1 = 𝐸1 ± 1.96 ∙ 𝑆𝐸𝐸1

For subgroup 2, the estimated E2, SE2, and 95%CI2 are calculated using the same method as described
above.

For binary outcomes:
For binary outcomes, similar estimates can be calculated, using risk differences (RD) based on proportion
with events (risk) within the intervention group and comparator group.
𝐸1 = 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝐼,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝐶,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1

2
2
𝑆𝐸𝐸1 = √𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘,𝐼,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1
+ 𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘,𝐶,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1

95%𝐶𝐼1 = 𝐸1 ± 1.96 ∙ 𝑆𝐸𝐸1

For subgroup 2, the estimated E2, SE2, and 95%CI2 are calculated using the same method as described
above.

In case of two subgroup levels, a simple test of interaction can be carried out 27 28, based on
calculating a z-value from which a p-value can be found by referring to the normal distribution:
For continuous and binary outcomes
𝑧 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

𝐸1 −𝐸2
𝑆𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑖𝑛 𝐸1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸2

, where 𝑆𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓.

𝑖𝑛 𝐸1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸2

2
2
= √𝑆𝐸𝐸1
+ 𝑆𝐸𝐸2
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The same number of patients used for calculating the overall treatment effect in the original trial
publications, will be used for the subgroup analyses to the extent data is available for the individual
contextual factors.
The presentation of the results will be guided by the summary of main recommendations for
reporting subgroup results, described in the previous section, and will likely consist of a forest plot for
each trial.
We will use the statistical software R 30 for the analyses and develop generic codes for graphical
presentation that will be available as an appendix.

Patient involvement
Two patient research partners (PRPs) are already involved in this project. We are following the
recommendations of European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) 31 and OMERACT 32, and we will
take into account experiences with these recommendations 33. We have chosen to involve two PRPs
(MdW and MV), who are familiar with the topic, and who will be involved throughout the full process,
including to review the protocol draft, contribute to resolving any unexpected serious issues along the
way, contribute to interpretation of the results and reviewing the manuscript drafts. A total of 12
PRPs (i.e. the PRPs already involved in our working group) will be invited to comment on the study
findings, whether they find the tutorial understandable, logical and easy to follow, or whether certain
sections need reformulation.

Discussion
The proposed study will synthesize recommendations from key organizations and other research
initiatives for reporting subgroup results and demonstrate how this can be done in practice for
individual RCTs, using rheumatology as an example, to enable future meta-analyses investigating
effect modifying contextual factors.
In contrast to our previous study that was investigating trial-level data 18, in this study we will
promote making subgroup data from trials available, allowing future meta-analyses to investigate
14

patient-level contextual factors while potentially avoiding the risk of ecological bias from metaregression using aggregated data 34.
It should be emphasized that most trials are unlikely to provide sufficient power to investigate
subgroup effects and interpretation of subgroup results from most individual trials alone should
therefore be avoided. Instead, the results should simply be made available for future meta-analyses
of subgroup differences. In order to be able to interpret subgroup results from individual RCTs, the
trials need to be sufficiently powered, the subgroup analyses should be prespecified and plausible,
and the potential issue of multiple testing needs to be considered. Further guidelines on conducting
and assessing the credibility of subgroup analyses from individual RCTs exist 35 36 37, as well as in
systematic reviews 38 39, and will be beyond the scope of this overview and tutorial.
Statistical interactions are scale dependent, meaning that the choice of reporting an effect
measure on either an additive scale (such as risk difference) or on a multiplicative scale (such as risk
ratio [RR]) can impact the ability to detect a statistical interaction, or even lead to opposite
conclusions 40. Recommendations regarding the choice of scale tend to vary. EMA states: “It is
recommended that the exploration of interactions and effects in subgroups proceeds first on the scale
on which the endpoint is commonly analysed. It might be useful to present supplementary analyses on
the complementary scale for those covariates or subgroups where inconsistency is observed” 8. In
contrast, based on a literature review and expert opinion, Lesko and colleagues recommend reporting
effect measures on the additive scale due to ease of interpretation 41. In our study we anticipate
reporting RDs for dichotomous outcomes, as this is of interest when the aim is to identify which
subgroup would benefit more from a treatment in cases where the baseline risk varies 40. Other
arguments include that causal effect modification will always be evident on an additive scale but not
necessarily on a multiplicative scale, and that the additive scale is most relevant for identifying targets
for intervention as it indicates absolute benefit 42. However, reporting the number of events in all
groups ensures that data will be available to calculate other effect sizes for future systematic reviews
and meta-analyses.
The contextual factors investigated in this study are based on preliminary work from the
CFWG, and more in-depth work is needed before a final set of contextual factors that should always
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be considered in individual trials will be developed. This set should ideally include a limited number of
factors to ensure feasibility and, hence, not include all 20 factors we have listed for this study. Also,
factors outside the ones we have listed may be important, such as BMI and disease activity. In
addition to such a set, disease- or study-specific contextual factors may be investigated as well (e.g.
based on consensus within OMERACT working groups).
In our study, we will be using pragmatic cut-off points for continuous variables to form
subgroups (e.g. median age and disease duration) as no standard exists, and meaningful cut-off points
will likely vary depending on the disease of interest. Dichotomizing continuous variables reduces the
power and may affect the magnitude of statistical significance of the results 43. Overcoming this issue
would require individual patient data to be provided from individual trials and/or results from
advanced modelling of continuous variable 43 to be reported in trial reports. Instead, to make future
subgroup investigations at meta-level feasible (as well as the application of the results), the pragmatic
approach of forming subgroups based on continuous variables is necessary. Future evidence- and
consensus-based research will be needed for determining standard cut-offs for continuous outcomes
to form meaningful subgroups that can be compared across studies.
Finally, it should be noted that despite analyzing RCTs, the investigation of subgroup effects is
observational, and the results may be explained by other factors associated with the contextual
factors investigated.
Despite above-described limitation and identification of areas where further work is needed,
we believe that the proposed study will have important implications, as it is currently common not to
report stratified results by contextual factors in individual trials in a consistent manner.

Dissemination and perspectives
This study will be disseminated in a peer-reviewed publication and conference presentations. It is
anticipated that this tutorial can guide researchers in reporting trial results stratified by effect
modifying contextual factors in a consistent manner, allowing for investigation of subgroup effects in
future meta-analyses, potentially leading to more patient-specific evidence-based management of
patients with rheumatic conditions.
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